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Abstract. To enable copyright protection and authentication, robust digital wa-
termark can be embedded into multimedia contents imperceptibly. However, 
geometric distortions pose a significant threat to robust image watermarking 
because it can desynchronize the watermark information while preserving the 
visual quality. To overcome this, we developed an invariant domain with three 
transforms; Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), Log-Polar Mapping (LPM), and 
Dual Tree-Complex Wavelet Transform (DT-CWT).  Shift invariance is ob-
tained using FFT. Rotation and scaling invariance are achieved by taking the 
DT-CWT of a LPM output. Unlike most invariant schemes, our method elimi-
nates explicit re-synchronization. The method resists geometric distortions at 
both global and local scales. It is also robust against JPEG compression and 
common image processing. In addition, it exploits perceptual masking property 
of the DT-CWT subbands, and its watermark detection step does not require the 
cover image. Experiment on a large set of natural images shows the robustness 
of the new scheme. 
1   Introduction 
To enable copyright protection and authentication, digital watermark can be embed-
ded into multimedia contents imperceptibly. The robust watermark must stays intact 
with the content under various distortions to serve this purpose. However, there are 
geometrical manipulations, compression techniques, and common image processing 
operations that can defeat many watermarking schemes. Specifically, basic geometri-
cal attacks such as rotation, scaling, and translation (RST) pose significant threats to 
image watermarking due to its ease of implementation and de-synchronization effects. 
Compared to image re-synchronization techniques [1, 2], transform invariant ap-
proaches [3] has several advantages. Firstly, the latter is independent of image con-
tents and its features. This is advantageous especially for images without distinctive 
features. Secondly, the latter generally has lower interpolation errors due to the ab-
sence of re-synchronization steps. Combination of transforms used in invariant do-
mains may introduce much more errors. Finally, blind watermark detection can be 
implemented easily for better practicality.  
Invariant domain methods rely on the invariant properties of a transformed domain 
to resist distortions. Ruanaidh [3] developed a framework for RST invariant domain 
using the Fourier-Mellin (FM) transform. However, the watermark detection described 
was a non-blind method. Later, another invariant domain method was developed in [4] 
that works on one-dimensional (1-D) signals with a small search space. However, it 
was not designed to resist cropping attack. Based on the FM framework, phase infor-
mation was used to construct an invariant domain [5, 6]. Later, it was improved by 
using LPM and phase-only filtering [7]. However, the method still requires a resyn-
chronization step. Following that, Radon and Fourier transforms was experimented in 
[8] but it requires exhaustive search to resist scaling attack. In another attempt [9-11], 
the first FFT step  in the FM framework was replaced with a robust centroid but the 
centroid itself could be the target of attack. 
In summary, many attempts to create a RST invariant domain had been reported 
throughout the years. However, many methods are not truly invariant because they still 
need re-synchronization in a small search space. We developed an invariant domain 
that omits the need of re-synchronization, enables blind watermark detection, and 
exploits perceptual masking property of Dual Tree-Complex Wavelet Transform (DT-
CWT) subbands. In addition, our work is also motivated by the lack of literature in 
robust watermarking that incorporates shift invariant wavelets. There are not many 
wavelets that have shift invariant property. 
We justify the adoption of the DT-CWT in Section 2 and explain the watermarking 
scheme in Section 3. After that, Section 4 gives experimental results that support its 
robustness. Several factors worth consideration are discussed in Section 5 before we 
conclude the work in Section 6. 
2   Background 
An invariant domain for image watermarking was designed by taking advantage of 
DT-CWT properties. Many geometrical attacks can be modeled as combinations of 
basic operations. Focusing on this, the invariant domain must resist three basic geo-
metrical operations, i.e. rotation, scaling, and translation (RST). Shift invariance of the 
FFT, rotation linearity and scaling linearity of the LPM, and approximate shift invari-
ance of the DT-CWT are employed to produce an invariant domain. The construction 
of this invariant domain is detailed in Section 3. One major advantage of the scheme is 
the implicit invariant property of the domain, thus eliminating the need for re-
synchronization. In addition, perceptual masking property of the DT-CWT subbands 
is used in watermark embedding. 
2.1   The Dual Tree-Complex Wavelet Transform  
The conventional discrete wavelet transform (DWT) decompose a signal into low and 
high frequencies using a binary tree structure. DT-CWT consists of two trees, each of 
it has linear phase filters that give the real and imaginary coefficients in its forward 
transform. Odd-length filters in one tree are paired with even-length filters in another 
tree. The final outputs are averaged to give approximate shift invariance. In its inverse 
transform, biorthogonal filters are applied in each tree separately. The filters used in 
the forward transform and inverse transform are almost orthogonal. We can only 
achieve approximate shift invariance with DT-CWT because filters with compact 
support will not have zero gain in its stop bands in real life. This is also due to the 
little differences between the frequency responses of odd-length and even-length fil-
ters [12, 13].  
2.2   Advantages of the DT-CWT  
Compared to the other FM-based watermarking methods, our method does not require 
any re-synchronization. The proposed method also enables blind watermark detection 
through dynamic thresholding. In addition, perceptual masking can be implemented 
easily by using the DT-CWT subbands during watermark embedding. 
Wavelet-based watermarking methods enjoy multi-scale analysis and spatial infor-
mation which are not available in Fourier transform-based methods. Nevertheless, 
wavelet-based methods lacked shift invariance until recent years. Kingsbury and Se-
lesnick designed wavelet transforms with such property [13]. One of the best trans-
forms is the DT-CWT. The application of DT-CWT in robust watermarking was re-
ported by several researchers recently [14, 15]. However, they all require re-
synchronization to combat geometric distortions.  
We use shift invariance of DT-CWT to achieve RST invariance without re-
synchronization. This aims at exploiting the advantages of DT-CWT compared to FFT 
and DWT. Two major shortcomings of FFT are the lack of multi-resolution sampling 
and perceptual masking property. Therefore, multi-resolution analysis and Human 
Visual System (HVS) modeling are not implicitly present in FFT methods [16]. Ad-
versely, wavelet-based methods can be implemented with HVS masking easily. This is 
possible because wavelet-based methods encode spatial and frequency information in 
its transform domain, and they are superior compared to Discrete Cosine Transform 
(DCT) and DFT approaches which only store frequency information. DT-CWT was 
designed to provide approximate shift invariant property [17]. The DT-CWT provides 
two properties that are absent in DWT, i.e. approximate shift invariance and direc-
tional selectivity. Besides that, the perfect reconstruction property eliminates block 
artifacts in the reconstructed stego image. Although undecimated wavelet transform 
can offer shift invariance, it requires a huge amount of computation and high redun-
dancy. Compared with the steerable pyramids method, DT-CWT offers well-balanced 
properties of shift invariance, directional selectivity, and redundancy [12].  Moreover, 
DT-CWT had been reported to offer better fidelity and higher robustness compared to 
DWT [18]. Table 1 summarizes the comparisons. 
 
 
Table 1. Summary of DT-CWT, DWT, and FFT properties 
Property DT-CWT DWT FFT 
Shift invariance Yes No Yes 
Perfect reconstruction Yes Yes Yes 
Perceptual masking Yes Yes No 
Multi-resolution sampling Yes Yes No 
3   Watermarking Method 
We investigated a RST invariant domain watermarking scheme as shown in Figure 1 
to exploit the advantages of DT-CWT. It uses the properties of FFT, LPM, and DT-
CWT to achieve RST invariance. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Invariant Domain Watermarking Scheme  
 
Given an image I(x,y), and its FFT as I(u,v), we can write the LPM of FFT as I(ρ,θ) 
where u = eρcosθ and v = eρsinθ. Let α,β ,and (x0,y0) be the parameters of rotation, 
scaling, and translation respectively. Then, image rotation in I(x,y) corresponds to 
cyclical shift of α along the angle θ axis in LPM of the magnitude component of FFT. 
Also, image scaling in I(x,y) corresponds to translational shift of lnβ along the log-
radius ρ axis in LPM of the magnitude component of FFT. Finally, translation in I(x,y) 
does not change the coefficients in LPM of the magnitude component of FFT because 
the FFT’s magnitude component is shift invariant. Therefore, RST operations in I(x,y) 
are transformed into linear shift in the FFT-LPM output. By sending this output to a 
DT-CWT, we obtain RST invariance with the magnitude component of the final out-
put due to its shift invariant property. The consistent response of DT-CWT to linear 
shift allows us to use a correlator detector with dynamic thresholding in blind water-
mark detection. 
3.1   Watermark Embedding 
To embed a watermark pattern W into an image X, we perform a series of forward 
transformation as shown in Figure 1(a). The cover image X is sent through FFT, LPM, 
and finally DT-CWT to produce invariant domain coefficients. Then, the watermark 
pattern W is embedded using an additive embedding technique with a global weight 
factor f and a simple HVS masking as follows. 
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where ),('0 jiI θ is the watermarked subband coefficients with the subbands θ 
∈{0,1,2,3,4,5}, ),(0 jiI θ is the DT-CWT subband coefficients transformed from the 
cover image X, the embedding weight factor f∈{ +}, and wθ(i,j) is the watermark 
pattern W arranged in the subbands θ  dimension. 
The watermark pattern W∈{–n, +n}, n∈{ +} is a pseudo random pattern to mimic 
random noise. It has zero mean in order to minimize the changes made to the cover 
image. Note that the magnitude components of FFT and DT-CWT are sent to its sub-
sequent steps because they have the invariant properties. Its corresponding phase 
information is used in the inverse transformation steps to construct the stego image Y. 
In addition, the backward transformation steps must take the reverse order because 
they are not commutative with the forward transformation steps, i.e. inverse DT-CWT 
is carried out first, followed by inverse LPM, and finally inverse FFT. 
We expect the transformed domain to be RST invariant. However, interpolation er-
ror introduced by the transform may affect its performance. This is particularly true 
for LPM where complete and unique mapping is difficult. As a result, robustness to 
rotation and scaling attacks may be degraded.  
3.2   Watermark Detection 
To determine whether the watermark W exist in a given test image Y’ which could 
possibly be attacked, a series of forward transformation depicted in Figure 1(b) is 
performed. It consists of a FFT, followed by a LPM, and finally a DT-CWT. The 
magnitude components of FFT and DT-CWT steps are sent to its subsequent steps 
because it has shift invariant property. Then, all of the 6 subband coefficients in the 
invariant domain are used in a dynamic thresholding computation. These steps are 
similar to the embedding process because we need to transform the test image into the 
same domain for RST invariance. 
Blind watermark detection is enabled through a cross correlation computation 
based on the Neyman-Pearson criterion [19, 20]. We adapted the computation of the 
correlation value ρ and its threshold value Tρ to cater for 6 subbands in the invariant 
domain with false detection probability Pf ≤ 10–8. If the calculated value ρ is greater 
than its corresponding threshold Tρ, then the watermark W is detected, otherwise W is 
absent. The commonly chosen false detection probability Pf  range from 10–6 to 10–12 
[21], and we take an intermediate value of 10–8. Besides the RST invariance provided 
by the combination of three transforms mentioned above, the correlation detector with 
thresholding can discard changes resulting from amplitude scaling [4].  
Instead of working on 3 subbands of DWT as reported in [19], we adapted the dy-
namic thresholding method to cater for 6 subbands of DT-CWT. As a result, we 
change the computation of ρ and Tρ  as follows. The correlation between the invariant 
domain coefficients and the watermark pattern W is given by Eq.(2). 
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where ),('0 jiI θ  is the DT-CWT subband coefficients for the test image Y’, wθ(i,j) is 
the watermark pattern W arranged in the subbands θ with θ ∈{0,1,2,3,4,5}, and 
2M×2N is the size of the test image Y’. 
The computation of the threshold value Tρ  is also adapted to DT-CWT subbands 
[19]. The probability of missing the watermark at a false detection rate is minimized 
using the following cases: 
Case A: the image has no watermark. 
Case B: the image is watermarked with W’, W’ ≠ W. 
Case C: the image is watermarked with W. 
The watermark embedded wθ(i,j) is binary valued independent random variables 
with zero mean. Using the Central Limit Theorem (CLT), we assume ),('0 jiI θ  to be 
independent variable with Gaussian distribution, and the random variable ρ also has 
Gaussian distribution. Then, the false detection probability Pf = Prob(ρ > Tρ|Case A 
OR Case B) is estimated using the variance of ρ for Case A 
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and Case B  
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Given a higher variance, Case B has higher probability. Therefore,  
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From mass experimental results for Pf ≤10–8[19], the threshold value is computed by 
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To estimate the variance for Case B, the mean square value of watermarked coeffi-
cients is 
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With 2wσ =
4
wσ  = 1, [ ] [ ] 000 == ),(),( jiwEjiIE θθ , and that ),( iiwθ0 is independ-
ent of ),( jiI θ0 , we obtain 
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An unbiased estimate is  
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where ),('0 jiI θ is the DT-CWT subband coefficients for test image Y’ with the sub-
bands θ ∈{0,1,2,3,4,5}, and 2M×2N is the size of the test image Y’. 
4   Analysis of Experiment Results 
To evaluate the robustness of the implemented watermarking scheme, we performed a 
set of attacks on the stego images using StirMark 3.1 [22, 23] and carried out the 
watermark detection steps. Most of the complex image manipulations such as projec-
tion can be modeled as local RST operations. Some of the basic attacks are listed in 
Table 2. All attacks were performed using StirMark except the RST-JPEG combined 
attack marked with asterisk (*) which was implemented in Matlab. Details of each 
attack are provided for completeness. 
The images are selected to represent various characteristics, and are illustrated in 
Figure 2. They are all gray scale images with standard dimension 256×256 pixels. The 
images are identified by name: Lena, Baboon, Cameraman, Pepper, and Fishing boat. 
Lena has a mixture of characteristics (i.e. smooth background, while the hat has com-
plex textures and big curves); Baboon represents images with large areas of complex 
texture (i.e. the fur) and homogeneous areas (i.e. the face); Cameraman is chosen for 
its flat regions (i.e. the sky) and high contrast regions (i.e. the shirt and its back-
ground); Pepper provides luminosity changes (i.e. light reflection surfaces); Fishing 
boat contains smooth parts (i.e. the clouds) as well as other features. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Test images (Upper left: Lena, Upper middle: Baboon, Upper right: Cameraman, Lower 
left: Pepper, Lower middle: Fishing boat)  
The experiments begun with watermark embedding, followed by attacks mentioned 
in Table 2, and finally watermark detection. A watermark of 128×128 pseudo-random 
binary values was generated and embedded into all of the DT-CWT subbands in the 
invariant domain. The embedding weight factor f was computed using the average 
values of all subband coefficients. 
Table 2. Robustness attacks using StirMark 
Attack Description 
Rotation with  
   Cropping 
Rotation angle from –2° to 90° with 
   cropping 
Scaling Scaling factor from 0.5 to 2.0 
Translation Circular shift 50% of image size 
JPEG compression Quality factor of 10% to 90% 
Random bending Random bending attack  
Row and column  
   removal 
Remove 1 to 17 rows and columns. 
Median filtering Kernel size from 2×2 to 4×4 
Cropping Crop off 1% to 75% of image size 
Gaussian filtering Kernel size 3×3 
Linear transform General linear transformation 
Aspect ratio change Change aspect ratio in x and  
  y directions 
Rotation with  
  cropping and scaling 
Rotation angle from –2° to 90° with  
   scaling 
Sharpening Kernel size 3×3 
Shearing Shear in x and y directions 
Combination of  
   RST and JPEG  
   compression* 
Circular shift 10 columns to the right,  
   scale down to 220×280 pixels, rotate  
   at 15° anti-clockwise, and JPEG  
   compress with quality factor 50% 
 
Table 3 lists the average results of robustness tests. The column of “5 images” con-
tains average score of all the test images mentioned above whereas the column of “3 
images” contains average score of Baboon, Lena, and Fishing boat images. The 
scores are normalized to the range from 0 to 1. A score of 1.000 means the watermark 
was detected in all images for all levels of attacks in that category. Adversely, a score 
of 0.000 indicates no watermark was detected in all cases. The results in “3 images” 
column is used to compare the performance of our method with Kim’s method [11], 
which was reported to outperform several state of the art watermarking methods. Un-
der rotation with cropping attack, our method scored 0.875 whereas Kim’s method has 
0.95. Our method suffers much information lost under cropping. This can be improved 
by watermarking small blocks of the image instead of the whole image. For scaling 
attack, our method achieved 0.722 compared to Kim’s 0.87. Although our scores were 
slightly lower than Kim’s scores in these categories, the situation was reversed in the 
other two attacks, i.e. our scores for random bending attack (RBA) and JPEG com-
pression are 1.000. Kim’s scores for RBA and JPEG attacks were 0.95 and 0.90 re-
spectively. These could be due to the threshold value chosen in the experiments. We 
fixed the false positive probability to be less than 10–8 for all types of attacks whereas 
Kim’s mass tests yielded best result of 7.8×10–2. Therefore, we could safely conclude 
that our results are better.  
Table 3. Average results for robustness tests 
Attack Average results 
 5 images 3 images 
Rotation with cropping 0.875 0.875 
Scaling 0.700 0.722 
Translation 1.000 1.000 
JPEG compression 1.000 1.000 
Random bending 1.000 1.000 
Row and column removal 1.000 1.000 
Median filtering 1.000 1.000 
Cropping 0.667 0.667 
Gaussian filtering 1.000 1.000 
Linear transform 1.000 1.000 
Aspect ratio change 1.000 1.000 
Rotation with cropping  
  and scaling 1.000 1.000 
Sharpening 1.000 1.000 
Shearing 1.000 1.000 
Combination of RST with  
   JPEG compression* 
1.000 1.000 
4.1   Rotation 
Rotation operation is transformed into linear shift operation in LPM, and later 
transformed into the invariant domain with DT-CWT operation. Therefore, our 
method can resist most of the rotation levels. The lowest score appeared at 45° rota-
tion because it has the least correlation value and biggest cropped area compared to 
other levels of rotation. However, in another set of experiments implemented using 
Matlab, watermark was detected in all degrees of rotation. This can be explained by 
the difference in the cropping methods between StirMark and Matlab. The former 
causes too much information lost compared to the latter. Figure 3 illustrates a com-
parison between them for a 45° rotation with cropping. 
4.2   Scaling 
Scaling in the spatial domain is transformed into linear shift in the LPM output. 
Then, it is further transformed into invariant coefficients in the DT-CWT output. As a 
result, the implemented method can resist scaling attack. It is generally agreed that 
scaling smaller than half of the original image size would ruin the commercial value of 
its output. This is the same for scaling larger than twice the original size.  The high 
level of information lost at scaling factor 0.5 caused the method to fail for all test 
images. This is further deteriorated by the LPM.  However, the method performed 
well for other scaling factors tested. 
                                
Fig. 3. Comparison of rotation with cropping under different implementations. Left: Lena 
rotated using StirMark; Right: Lena rotated using Matlab.  
4.3   Translation 
The magnitude component of FFT is invariant to translation attacks. Consequently, 
the watermark was detected in all images under circular shift operation. The dynami-
cally computed ρ value stays above the threshold Tρ for all the tests. 
4.4   JPEG Compression 
The watermark was detected in all levels of compression quality with JPEG algo-
rithm. Due to the chosen false detection probability of 10-8, the dynamically computed 
ρ value always stays above the threshold Tρ for all compression quality factors.   
4.5   Random Bending Attack 
Local geometrical distortions were carried out on the stego image using the random 
bending attack (RBA). Although the stego image and its corresponding distorted im-
ages appear similar to human eyes, the distorted regions in the attacked images de-
synchronized pixel locations. This type of attack presents a tough problem to many 
robust watermarking schemes because the assumption that distortion is uniform glob-
ally does not hold. However, the watermark was detected in all cases using our wa-
termarking scheme. The local shifting in spatial domain caused by RBA has little 
effect on the magnitude component of FFT and DT-CWT coefficients due to its shift 
invariance.  
4.6   Common Image Processing Operations 
Many common image processing operations can be done easily with off-the-shelf 
software packages, yet these operations can cause de-synchronization in the water-
mark information and affect watermark detection. Such operations include cropping, 
median filtering, Gaussian filtering, linear transform, aspect ratio change, image 
sharpening, and shearing. The test results show that cropping has the most severe 
effect on watermark detection, especially when 75% of the stego image is cropped off. 
The remaining stego image area can only provide limited information for watermark 
detection. On the other hand, the implemented scheme attained 100% successful de-
tection under many other common attacks. The robustness of wavelet-based methods 
against these attacks is provided by the multiscale and spatial information encoded. 
Using DT-CWT with a correlation-based watermark detection, the scheme can resist 
modifications caused by these attacks. 
4.7   Combined RST and JPEG Compression 
The combination of RST operations followed by JPEG compression mentioned in 
Table 2 cannot defeat the watermarking scheme. The attacked stego image of Lena is 
illustrated in Figure 4.  In addition, the watermark was also detected in many other 
combinations with varying levels of distortions. This shows that the scheme is ex-
tremely robust to geometrical attacks.  
 
Fig. 4.  Lena attacked with a combination of RST operation and JPEG compression.  
4.8   Mass test 
Using 500 test images obtained at the website http://www.cs.utah.edu/~sbasu/ 
cbir.html, we embedded watermarks into it and perform watermark detection. The 
images consist of human body, natural scenes, buildings, transports, animals, and 
plants. The results provided very high reliability with watermarks detected in all im-
ages except 4 of them. 
5   Discussions 
We investigated a RST invariant domain watermarking scheme that explored the many 
advantages offered by DT-CWT. However, some limitations arise from the adoption 
of the RST invariant framework. 
5.1   Advantages 
The major contribution of this work lies in the application of DT-CWT properties 
in developing a RST invariant domain. Our method does not require any re-
synchronization. It also enables perceptual masking and blind watermark detection. 
Although the magnitude component of DT-CWT is only approximately shift invariant, 
the experimental results proved the high level of robustness. The attacks tested include 
the basic RST operations, JPEG compression, some common image processing opera-
tions, and local geometrical distortion. Images with various characteristics were ex-
perimented in the mass test. 
The multi-resolution samples of DT-CWT provided fine-tuning capabilities. For in-
stance, watermarking in the high level subbands of the transform increases the robust-
ness at the cost of stego image fidelity. Since the LPM and ILPM operations introduce 
much interpolation errors, the scheme requires a trade-off between robustness and 
fidelity. Therefore, we chose to embed the watermark in the lowest level subbands. 
To improve stego image fidelity, perceptual masking was applied during water-
marking embedding by adjusting the embedding weight according to local coefficient 
values. A simple approach of such masking was carried out using the DT-CWT sub-
bands. 
The perfect reconstruction feature of DT-CWT can compensate the visual quality 
degradation caused by LPM. Despite the interpolation errors introduced in LPM and 
ILPM, the Lena stego image achieved good visual quality of 38dB in terms of peak-
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). 
5.2   Limitations 
There are a few limitations attached to the scheme. One important issue to be re-
solved is to overcome interpolation errors caused by LPM and improve stego image 
fidelity. LPM and its inverse operation cause image quality degradation. This is due to 
interpolations involved in the transform. Ruanaidh [3] minimize such impact with a 
one-way transform for embedding and another way for detection. Lin [4] avoided this 
by eliminating strong invariant requirement and simplified the data complexity into 1-
D stream. They mentioned that invertibility offered by strong invariant is not essential 
because they can substitute it with a watermark extraction function which gives ap-
proximately similar results. However, we prefer strong invariant for its invertibility 
and to achieve robustness. Therefore, we suggest the use of a large mapping space 
with redundancies to overcome under-sampling in LPM. This will improve the visual 
quality of the stego image. We found that over-sampling an image with LPM into a 
space 5 times the original size could give nearly perfect inversion when ILPM is ap-
plied. Nevertheless, this will increase the computation cycles.  
The adoption of RST invariant framework in the watermarking scheme inherently 
required large amount of computation. This is caused by 2-D FFT and LPM opera-
tions. In addition, DT-CWT also involves a certain amount of computation. Despite 
all of these, the embedding and detection process performed within acceptable time 
frame on an average desktop computer. Using a Pentium III 800MHz machine with 
256 MB of memory, one loop of embedding and detection process does not exceed 2 
minutes. 
6   Conclusions 
Robust watermarks can be applied in DRM scenarios to protect the media contents. 
However, geometric distortions pose a significant challenge to robust watermarking. 
Invariant domain that resists RST attacks is a promising approach to overcome such 
problem. We developed a RST invariant domain taking advantages of DT-CWT prop-
erties and HVS masking. The magnitude component of DT-CWT is shift invariant. In 
addition, DT-CWT offers high robustness with multi-resolution sampling, perceptual 
masking, and perfect reconstruction. Our method does not require any re-
synchronization, enables blind watermark detection and implicit perceptual masking. 
The invariant domain not only resisted basic RST attacks, it also survives JPEG com-
pression, common image processing operations, and local geometrical distortion. The 
watermark scheme is also robust under extreme distortions created with combination 
of these attacks. 
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